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EZI  MULTI  PURPOSE  CLEANER 
 
MATERIAL & FUNCTION 

 
EZI MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER is a remarkable hard surface cleaning concentrate which has 
outstanding grease cutting action through the incorporation of a broad range of sequestrants, 
surfactants and alkaline cleaning components. These components are further boosted with a 
specialty solvent component to synergistically dissolve and emulsify almost any grease or grime 
which can be encountered. The extra alkalinity of EZI MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER provides 
increased grease cutting properties.  
 
EZI MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER finds application in diverse areas including degreasing of 
automobile engines, industrial equipment, marine engines and bilges of boats, cooking ovens, 
oily tools, kitchen work benches and stoves, grease removal from clothes and even grease 
removal form driveways and concrete surfaces. AVOID USING THIS PRODUCT ON 
ALUMINIUM. 
 

APPEARANCE 

 
Light yellow water thin liquid with solvent odour. 
 

APPLICATION 

 
Engines, boat bilges, driveways etc. - use neat or dilute 1:1 in hot water depending on 
degree of grease build-up. 
 
Work benches, stoves etc. - dilute 1 PART EZI MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER to 2 parts of 
water depending on the type of soil to be removed (more grease, lower dilution - less water). 
 

PACKAGING 

This product is alkaline and is classed as a Dangerous Goods (UN 1760 Corrosive Liquid, 
N.O.S.). 
5 Litre, 15 Litre and 200 Litre containers. 

 
 
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CUSTOMER 
 
Since the use of this product is beyond the control of either seller or manufacturer, their only obligation shall be to replace any quantity 
of product which is proven defective. They cannot assume any risk or liability in excess of the purchase price of the product itself, 
which does not include labour or any consequential damages resulting from the use of this product. Determining the suitability of this 
product for any intended use shall be solely the responsibility of the user.  ALWAYS TEST FIRST.  
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